From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mark Andrews <mark@addisonsupply.com>
Tuesday, September 20, 2022 3:38 PM
City Clerk's Office
Prohibiting of Camping in the Entire City of Tacoma

Good afternoon,
I’m writing as the owner of a 45 year old Tacoma Business that is tired of crime on our streets. Not unlike every
other business owner, I am sure.
This crime can be stopped: The Council needs to want to stop it.
The prohibiting of Camping is a start, it can’t just be 9 small locations, the camping in Tacoma needs to be ended in its
entirety, City wide.
Property Loss will end, the campers aren’t homeless, they are criminals and druggies that have chosen to live near areas
that they can steal from without consequence.
The TPD needs to have full authority to not only arrest individuals but to expect that those criminals will be prosecuted
and be held in jail. Our Jail is virtually empty, and it would only take 200-300 arrests to stop the crime.
The TPD needs to be recognized as THE AUTHORITY in Tacoma and they will then be respected.
The Camping, the motorhomes and the trailers are a network of criminals that seize all opportunity to steal from the
businesses and households that are paying the Property, B and O and Sales Tax that pay the Cities bills. They run drugs,
prostitution, and chop shops to maintain their lifestyle at the expense of every Tacoma Business.
I don’t need to list the crime that happens, the City is well aware of the spiraling out of control problems.
The City Council needs to give authority to the police. Our protectors, let them protect, let them police, let them arrest
and we will have a city free of crime.

Sincerely,

Addison Construction Supply, Inc.
Serving the NW since 1977
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug

and alcohol services.
3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Amanda Richer
richer.amanda@gmail.com
3021 SW Bradford St
Seattle , Washington 98126
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Zsa Zsa Floyd
zsazsafloyd57@gmail.com
24020 111th Place Southeast E202
Kent, Washington 98030
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Carmela Saxxy
saxxycarmela21@gmail.com
21420 125th St Ct E
Bonney Lake , Washington 98391
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Shantell Sanders
shantellsander09@gmail.com
915 26th St NE, a6
Auburn, Washington 98002
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Melissa Knott
Martialyss@gmail.com
8213 S Sheridan Ave
Tacoma, Washington 98408
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Daniel Smith
Daniel Smith
rdbninwa@gmail.com
3221 N 21ST street
Tacoma, Washington 98406
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Roosevelt McQuarter
roosevelt@wearelec.org
15602 Ash Way #3
Lynnwood, Washington 98087
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Zara Sedore-Mallin
zara.d.sedore@gmail.com
16817 17th ave E
Spanaway, Washington 98387
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Eric Herde
ericherde@gmail.com
5438 S Park Ave
Tacoma, Washington 98408
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City Clerk City Clerk,
We must ask ourselves - how does this help us? How does this harm us? Who does it benefit?
Who does this harm? These are anti-racist assessment tools.
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.

2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.
3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Courtney Love
unluckyclovers@gmail.com
1220 South 23rd Street Apt A
Tacoma, Washington 98405
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
guyblahson@hotmail.com
514 W Main
Puyallup, Washington 98371

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Justin Parsons <justinp@colrich.com>
Tuesday, September 20, 2022 10:21 AM
City Clerk's Office
The Beacon Center ‐ Youth Overnight Shelter
FW: [EXTERNAL] Re: Beacon Center loitering more info; Screenshot 2022‐09‐13 at 10.18.16 AM

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hello,
My name is Justin Parsons and I am the Asset Manager for five separate apartment buildings throughout downtown Tacoma.
I’m reaching out because we have been dealing with constant issues related to crime, violence and drug use occurring at the
Beacon Center which is a youth overnight shelter located 415 S 13th St, Tacoma, WA 98402. Our building, Midtown Lofts, is
located across the street. As mentioned, there is constant crime, violence and drug use which is negatively affecting the living
conditions of our residents and causing us to lose residents and prospects from wanting to live there due to the consistent
loitering during all hours of the day and night. I have had conversations with a few people in charge at the City of Tacoma ,
Neighborhood and Community Services division but there has been no action taken. The next steps we would like to take is
involve local City Council as well as getting an attorney involved. I’ve attached examples of what we have been dealing with as
of late. I think this would be a great item to add to the agenda as the city is considering a New Camping Ordinance. I’m happy to
hop on a call or meet in person to discuss this issue further.
Thank you,

Justin Parsons
Asset Manager
Office: 858‐490‐2330
Cell: 619‐587‐2601
justinp@colrich.com
444 West Beech St. Suite 300
San Diego, CA, 92101
www.colrich.com
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From: Rose Manos [rmanos@greystar.com]
To: Justin Parsons
Sent: Thursday, September 1, 2022 3:46:50 PM
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Re: Beacon Center loitering more info
Attachments: image_16881665.JPG (1417 KB); image_16875521.JPG (1342 KB); IMG_3575.PNG (91 KB); image_50409217.JPG (1935 KB); image_50421505.JPG (2497 KB); Beacon Center.JPG (122 KB);

CAUTION: This email originated from outside your organization. Exercise caution when opening attachments or clicking links, especially from unknown senders.
Hi,
Please see what is provided here from a resident at Midtown. I am thinking attention needs to be brought to the city about this facility.
Rose Manos, ARM® | Regional Property Manager, Real Estate
o 206.859.4654 | rmanos@greystar.com | greystar.com

From: Hanna Heights/Midtown Lofts Manager <hannaandmidtownmgr@greystar.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 1, 2022 10:30 AM
To: Rose Manos <rmanos@greystar.com>
Subject: Fw: [EXTERNAL] Re: Beacon Center loitering more info

Hello!
I know we spoke with Justin yesterday regarding the Beacon Center. I got this information from a resident.. I felt like it would be helpful information to approach whoever his contact is with since it's now bringing serious crime onto our actual property and as you can see the person was also arrested on our property..
The resident also provided me with a screenshot from her 'Citizen App' which is just a community crime informing app. It states what crime was committed and the location. I attached that screenshot as well.
Hopefully this will help!
Nichole Mosley |Community Manager
Albers Mill | 1821 Dock Street | Tacoma, WA 98402
Hanna Heights | 415 6th Street | Tacoma, WA 98402
Midtown Lofts | 1142 Fawcett Ave. | Tacoma, WA 98402
o 253.316.2405 | hannaandmidtownmgr@greystar.com
Join Greystar® in supporting St. Jude Children's Research Hospital and Camp Hope

From: Steve Rhay <stephen.rhay@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2022 12:21 AM
To: Nellie <richmondgimlet@yahoo.com>
Cc: Hanna Heights/Midtown Lofts Manager <hannaandmidtownmgr@greystar.com>; Kari Wilkinson <kari.wilkinson@greystar.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Re: Beacon Center loitering more info
Update: I came home from work at 11pm to find four or more police squad cars out front and a fire truck. Police were roping off the favored loitering spot with crime scene tape. I don’t know what happened but I’m guessing another stabbing.
This is the same group Nellie told you about earlier today that were sprawled out, blocking the sidewalk yet again. The same group she reported to your hired security as instructed (who then called her back and said there’s nothing they can do because they already come out 4 times a day).
Now it’s a crime scene.

The Beacon Center - Youth Overnight Shelter->FW_ [EXTERNAL] Re_ Beacon Center loitering more info.msg

On Tue, Aug 30, 2022 at 9:56 PM Nellie <richmondgimlet@yahoo.com> wrote:
Thank you Kari!
As of tonight (8/30 around 9:30pm), a large group is now loitering near the building, smoking and blocking the sidewalk.
The loitering, smoking, blocking of sidewalk I had only observed between 4:30pm till 6pmish, but now I’m seeing this occurring later in the evenings too.
Thanks,
Nellie

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
On Tuesday, August 30, 2022, 5:18 PM, Kari Wilkinson <kari.wilkinson@greystar.com> wrote:

I called and left a message. I will follow up with contacting them again tomorrow.
Kari Wilkinson |Community Manager
Albers Mill | 1821 Dock Street | Tacoma, WA 98402
Hanna Heights | 415 6th Street | Tacoma, WA 98402
Midtown Lofts | 1142 Fawcett Ave. | Tacoma, WA 98402
o 253.316.2405 | Kari.wilkinson@greystar.com

From: Nellie <richmondgimlet@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2022 9:38 AM
To: Hanna Heights/Midtown Lofts Manager <hannaandmidtownmgr@greystar.com>; Kari Wilkinson <kari.wilkinson@greystar.com>
Cc: Steve Rhay <stephen.rhay@gmail.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Beacon Center loitering more info

For the past 2+ weeks many folks accessing center services have also been loitering near the front door, smoking and blocking the sidewalk. Counselors are seen across the street, but no action is taken by them.

We have reached out to the center in the past with concerns and then have been harassed by the participants. Attached is the contact for the center and their management.
Thank you,
Nellie

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
On Sunday, August 28, 2022, 6:01 PM, Steve Rhay <stephen.rhay@gmail.com> wrote:
Just an update, these photos were taken a few minutes ago, Sunday 8/28 @ 5:50pm… this is a fairly new trend from them, even after you talked to them, Kari.
steve
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From: Justin Parsons [justinp@colrich.com]
To: Justin Parsons
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2022 10:20:56 AM
Subject: Screenshot 2022-09-13 at 10.18.16 AM
Attachments: Screenshot 2022-09-13 at 10.18.16 AM.png (197 KB);
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Justin Parsons
Asset Manager
Office: 858-490-2330
Cell: 619-587-2601
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phil Harty <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Tuesday, September 20, 2022 10:09 AM
City Clerk's Office
Reject the Camping Ordinance ‐ Public Property Camping Ban!
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Phil Harty
philhartymusic@gmail.com
1 North Broadway apt., apt# 2, apt# 2, apt# 2
Tacoma, Washington 98403
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To:
Subject:

Megan Lum <veggiegirl68@gmail.com>
Tuesday, September 20, 2022 9:42 AM
City Clerk's Office
Camping ban
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Dear city council, I urge you to support the camping ban within 10 blocks of sanctioned shelters. The unsanctioned camps
attract drug dealers and violence, which undermines the efforts being made to safely shelter people in need.
‐ Megan, Tacoma resident
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Matthew Caras <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Tuesday, September 20, 2022 5:38 AM
City Clerk's Office
Reject the Camping Ordinance ‐ Public Property Camping Ban!
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Matthew Caras
TDSA Housing Working Group
Matthew Caras
m23echoes@gmail.com
2618 Thornhill Road
Puyallup, Washington 98374
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Aaron Sheldon <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Monday, September 19, 2022 11:37 PM
City Clerk's Office
Reject the Camping Ordinance ‐ Public Property Camping Ban!
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. There is no solution to
homelessness that does not include permanent affordable housing for everyone and that
centers the voices of those who have experienced homelessness. This camping ban ordinance
goes in the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive
amidst the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community. The sheer
arbitrary nature of this camping ban's ten block radius is hard to convey; why should people in
stable sites and longstanding encampments be forced to move merely because they are within
a few blocks of a stability site? The city cannot offer adequate shelter or housing, why
arbitrarily dislocate encampments for geographical niceties?
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.

3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.
We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Aaron Sheldon
Aaron Sheldon
aaronsheldon800@yahoo.com
1933 Dock Street
Tacoma, Washington 98402
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Samantha Overstreet <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Monday, September 19, 2022 10:49 PM
City Clerk's Office
Reject the Camping Ordinance ‐ Public Property Camping Ban!
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. As our elected
representatives, you must talk about these issues publicly and in the most fundamental terms:
no one should be unhoused in our community. There is no solution to homelessness that does
not include permanent affordable housing for everyone. This camping ban ordinance goes in
the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive amidst
the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community.
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.
3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.

We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Samantha Overstreet
sroverstreet@gmail.com
8502 49th St W
University Place, Washington 98467
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. As our elected
representatives, you must talk about these issues publicly and in the most fundamental terms:
no one should be unhoused in our community. There is no solution to homelessness that does
not include permanent affordable housing for everyone. This camping ban ordinance goes in
the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive amidst
the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community.
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.
3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.

We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Julie Miller
jumill038@gmail.com
11021 Park Ave S E204
Tacoma, Washington 98444
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. As our elected
representatives, you must talk about these issues publicly and in the most fundamental terms:
no one should be unhoused in our community. There is no solution to homelessness that does
not include permanent affordable housing for everyone. This camping ban ordinance goes in
the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive amidst
the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community.
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.
3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.

We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Jennifer Barfield
jennbar77@gmail.com
5627 S Puget Sound Ave
Tacoma , Washington 98409
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City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. As our elected
representatives, you must talk about these issues publicly and in the most fundamental terms:
no one should be unhoused in our community. There is no solution to homelessness that does
not include permanent affordable housing for everyone. This camping ban ordinance goes in
the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive amidst
the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community.
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.
3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.

We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Sengrithey Pich
sengrithey.pich@gmail.com
4932 Salton Drive
Brunswick, Ohio 44212
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To:
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Sean Arent <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Monday, September 19, 2022 9:47 PM
City Clerk's Office
Reject the Camping Ordinance ‐ Public Property Camping Ban!

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. As our elected
representatives, you must talk about these issues publicly and in the most fundamental terms:
no one should be unhoused in our community. There is no solution to homelessness that does
not include permanent affordable housing for everyone. This camping ban ordinance goes in
the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive amidst
the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community.
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.
3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.

We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
Sean Arent
Seanarent5@gmail.com
1680 S 45TH ST
TACOMA, Washington 98418

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Galazin <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Monday, September 19, 2022 9:38 PM
City Clerk's Office
Reject the Camping Ordinance ‐ Public Property Camping Ban!

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

City Clerk City Clerk,
I call on you to reject Ordinace 28831. Enacting a camping bill criminalizes homelessness,
rather than working to solve the crisis.
We, the people of Tacoma, reject Ordinance 28831. We categorically reject a policing solution
to homelessness. There are simply not enough safe, accessible, and non-congregate shelter
spaces available – in this context it is unacceptable to put additional restrictions on folks with
little or no alternative.The homelessness crisis weakens practically every other civic interest the
council is concerned with, including public safety, public health, mental health, parks, schools
and families. We need bold, direct measures that work towards solving, not criminalizing it.
Ordinance 28831 will be used to terrorize and punish those experiencing homelessness in our
community, just like similar ordinances implemented across the country. Increased penalties
and sweeps systemically escalate violence against the unhoused, who according to the last
Point in Time Count were disportionately people of color. Any funds spent on courts, lawyers,
and police are resources wastefully diverted from the very real need for sanitation, healthcare,
sustainable inclusive public safety, and housing for all.
We demand a housing solution to address our homelessness crisis. As our elected
representatives, you must talk about these issues publicly and in the most fundamental terms:
no one should be unhoused in our community. There is no solution to homelessness that does
not include permanent affordable housing for everyone. This camping ban ordinance goes in
the face of this -- instead another restriction directed at the unhoused trying to survive amidst
the systemic injustice of lack of safe, affordable housing in our community.
We need bold, proactive steps to solve this crisis impacting our most vulnerable residents
dictated by input from experts on homelessness -- homeless people themselves. Instead of
whitewashing the issue with sweeps and harassment , we urge you and other Councilmembers
to actively pursue the following policy goals:
1. To create sanctioned, self-governed encampments throughout the city, with over 72% of
people interviewed preferred to stay in an outdoor, managed camp than overcrowded indoor
shelter. Until our city can offer safer, more dignified, non-congregate, and stable shelter
options, violent sweeps will only deepen the homelessness crisis.
2. To increase community support for services like mental health, hygiene, garbage, and drug
and alcohol services.
3. To legalize all forms of housing in the city, including those that are the most accessible to
people experiencing homelessnes, such as mobile homes/RVs.

We urge you to reject this camping ban.
In solidarity,
David Galazin
davidgalazin@gmail.com
812 N Grant Ave
Tacoma, Washington 98403
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